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Unbeaten Cais
Invade Stadium
Friday Night
Blue and Gold Squad Hopes to
Hand Reserve Team Their
First Defeat of Season

Parade Day

IDebate Tour11~ey I

,.;,_,_,..............,-------=-The Come-To-Cleveland Committee of the Cleveland Advertising Club is sponsoring a parade Friday afternoon prior to
the Carroll-Reserve game. The
parade will assemble at East 22
and Euclid Ave. at 4 o'clock and
will move west on Euclid Ave.
to the Public Square.
The Carroll band will be
present and Donald Birmingham,
president of the Carrol/ Union,
bas urged a/1 members of the
Carroll student body to march
in this parade.
In as much as this is the first
collegiate footba/1 parade in
which the class of '39 has been
able to participate freshman
captains are expected to have all
their fellow classmates present.
Students from botb Western
Reserve University and John
Carroll University will drive
their machines, which are to be
decked in the school's colors, in
this affair.

By Chuck Heaton
A great grid machine will invade the
Stadium on Friday Nov. 1, when the
Red Cats of Reserve are entertained by
our own Blue Streaks.
Coach Bill Edwards of Reserve has
developed a powerful, well-rounded eleven. He bas a strong running attack, a
beautiful aerial game including numerous laterals and a dogged defensive unit.
Although his line is somewhat light it
makes up for its lack of weight by its
fast charging and general aggr!essiveness.
Reserve gave her first warning of ·what
was to be expected in her first real contest. She journeyed to Ithaca, New
York, to meet Gil Dobie' Big Red team
from Cornell. The week before the Red
Cats had easily defeated a rather weak
Hillsdale team by playing straight football.
The Red and White completely outplayed the Ithacans, scoring every quarter and winning 33-19. This was the
first time that Reserve had defeated Cornell since they first met in 1895. Ray
Zeh, Red and White fullback, proved to
be the big gun in the Cat's attack, scoring 21 points himself and wa on the
starting end of all the completed passes.
On Oct. 12, the Red Cats journeyed
to Buffalo and defeated the Blues 65-{).
The Bi;;ons had an extremcl\' weak team
and were !'till r «<vetmg fr-om the 55:0
set-back suffered at the hands of Baldwin-\Vatlace.
Greatest Showing
The greatest game that Clevelanders
ha,·e ever witnessed was played on Oct.
19, when Reserve defeated Baldwin-Wallace 27-14. Neither team scored in the
fir t quarter. The Cat scored first early
in the second period. Ray Zeh faded
back to hi 30 and heaved a long 45 yard
pass to Doc Kelter who shook off several tacklers and romped across the goal
line. Ray Zeh kicked the extra point.
Schoen took the kick off and was downed
on hi own 33 yard line. The YellowJackets then uncorked their own "flying
trapeze" act.
Norm Schoen took the ball from center, shot a lateral to Kenny 1\oble, who

The John Carroll gym will again see
a first class boxing card on December 2.
A smoker, with eight bouts and entertainment has been arranged by a group
of men on the Heights who arc intcrt d m seetng th ,
on Carron tal<e
the leading place among the Jesuit institutions of the nation. The proceeds
from the program are to be given to the
president, the Very Rev. Benedict J.
Rodman, S.J., and to be used for the
university.
On three other occasions have the people of Cleveland and the Heights district enjoyed programs of this nature
sponsored virtually by the same group
of men. The new Carroll gym, a year
and a half ago, before work was resumed on the college buildings was the
scene of the last smoker sponsored by
the Gesu Men's Club. Twelve hundred
and fifty witnessed the snappiest boxing
card eYer presented in Cleveland, e..xcepting, perhaps, of a Golden Gloves tour-

·with p\enty of: t.\rne ''•hipped a. portsi.de

nan,ent.

pa s to Ralph Adams. The latter went
across for the touchdown. Art Goldsmith converted.
Two more touchdowns carne in this
period, both on pa s play , one by Resen·e and one by B. \V. Reserve, however. proved herself to be a better team
in the second half and scored two touchdown to sew up the ball game and the
"Big Four" championship.
La t Saturday Reserve tra\·eled to
Findlay to play a weak down-state team.
They easily defeated Findlay 28-7. Rcsen·e got her first ta te of night football
(C@fimu:d on Page 7)

1!r. Joseph Britton, village councilman who resides in Ashurst Road acted
as chairman of the newly organized
group with :Mr. E. R Mittinger as secretary. Three thousand tickets will be
distributed and put on sale at the next
meeting tomorrow night at the University.
Committees of various parish organizations will be formed through the
chairman of the ticket committee, Mr.
Frank Malloy and the Carroll Union.
Father Rodman in a short talk urged
the men to work in cooperation wit!1
the Carroll Union.

Plan Smoker In
Carroll Gym on
December 2

Here Are Few Aids to Desperate
Freshmen Lest They Give Up

Scheduled to
Begm· Nov• II

man to sing: if the gentleman is a enior
(he generally wears a new suit), sing
in the key of F; if a Junior (look at
his shoes), in the key of three flats with
imprO\·i:;ions; if a Sophomore (look at
his eyes), sing and sing quickly.
3.) \\"hom to a\·oid: football players.
They use only offensive tactics. You
must use running plays. :Make detours
fn•quenlly.
4.) Safe places to be while wearing
a freshman cap: at home, in the hospital,
in Kew York, in class, between walls,
(Co11tinurd eM Page 3)
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Decisions of Supreme Cou~·t to
Come Under Ax of Memhe:rs of
Carroll Oratorical Society
"Resolved: that Congress should be
permitted to override by a two-third's
majority vote decisions of the 9~preme
Court declaring acts of Congress unconstitutional" is the topic of the annual intramural debating tournament
which is sponsored by the John Carroll Oratorical Society. This is the Pi
Kappa Delta and 1\.[id-\Vest Debate
Conference topic for 1935.
The tournament is scheduled to begin November 11. A !ready the following teams have signified their irttention
of entering this year's contes1;: Osborne-Brentgartner; 1\fc':\Iahon- Deckman; Sullivan-Hurd; Henry•l\Ieade;
Leusch-Lynn; Cavley-Voctory; Lange~filler;
Ferric-Corrigan; M •:: GeeReiley; McCarthy-DeFranco; SteckerBielawski; Drain-Szudy; \Vhite-Ciifford.
cured especially for the Chapel.
Other questions which the Carroll
debaters will debate this year a~e: "Resolved: that the several states should
enact legislation providing for a system
of complete medical service available
to all citizens at public e..xpense"; "Resolved: that the Federal Government
should control the production of cotton"; ''Resolved: that the sevc!ral nations should make monoplies of the
manufacture and sale of combat instruments of war."

'MOVIDg
•
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Who is writing "The :Moving Finger''?
That is the big question of 1c hour
among the students, and judgir.g from
the answers received in the Moving Finger Contest more than one of the members of the Carroll .\'e·ws staff a:re being
marked. However, one guess is just as
good as another right now, so jlllst continue the game of guessing.
l\fore than one bas accused Merriil
FitzPatrick as being the author ince the
initial letters of the title "Moving Finger" also happen to be the edit•or's initials. Maybe they are right-and then
again maybe they are wrong. Still others have marked Associate Edit:or Sullivan as being the guilty person, but
then you will haYe to ask Joe, and since
Joe won't talk you will just have to go
on guessing.
One of the contestant has na1ned the
former Piffler Frank Polk as tl;te ghost
behind the Moving Finger. 1!ayhe Frank

WHO Is the Author
of
"THE MOVING FINGEJR"
For your answer and reasons
The Carroll .\'e1.(lS
Will Give
Six Tickets for
Carroll-Dayton Game
Thanksgiving Day

Herewith are giYen sc"eral rules concerning freshman caps suppleSee Editorial Page
mentary to the ten mentioned in the last i ue of the news. A few aid
to desperate freshmen are also mentioned. ::-\one of these rules are official, but are merely traditional, not holding under penalty. The aid · gets credit for moving the finger and then

may be useful for they have guided fre · hmcn of former years.
1.) Bearing: always maintain an air
of solemnity about you while wearing
a freshman cap. \Vithhold raucous laughter. Restrain from smiling too frequently, for the days of atonement for fre hmen are e"ery day. To be safe, smile
a. often a:; you ha••e classe- in one day,
but laugh when you are ab.olutely sure
of ~ing alone. Look to the dictionary
for accurate definitions of smiling and
laughing and keep within these definifons.
2.) Vv"hen requested by an upper class-

No.2

again maybe he doesn't. If Fra~,k won't
commit himself you are just a out as
far as you were before you sta ed this
guessing game so try on.
Reports ha\·e come to us that Bill
"Slip'' 2-IcGee ha an "in" a to the author hip of the column_ Bud HUi·d, Torn
O'Connell and Chet Lynn ha,·e ail o been
named as the scandal mongers, but we
urely have no comment to make on the
situation.
After all, gue sing is one of the~ cheape t of occupations and yet it ma:y result
in winning those ducats to the Thanksgiving Game.

Revive Fighting
Campus Spirit Feeling R uns High as Fresh men
Abduct Sophs in Merry Chase
Through Heights F orests

-

Carroll Host to
Philosophy Meet
December 30, 31
John Carroll University will play
host to four hundred philosopher&
when the Annual Meeting of the American Catholic Philosopher Association
is held in Cleveland, December 30 and
31. The Rev. Leonard H. Otting, S. ].,
1 mfessor ol Ph1l0sophy at Carroll, is
chairman of the committee arranging
this meeting.
All sessions will be held in the Cleveland Hotel. Each morning three formal papers will be delivered. The subjects of these papers are: "Philosophy
and Chemistry"; "Philosophy and Biol'()gy ;" "Philosophy · and Physics;"
"Philosophy and Social Sciences;" and
"Philosophy and Psychology." Each
of these formal papers will be followed
by discus ion. The afternoon sessions
will be devoted to round table discusswns.
Dr. Peter Groen, S. T. D., Ph. D.,
of Our Lady of the Lake Seminary,
Cle\'eland, will deliver the paper on
"Philosophy and Psychology." Rt.
Rev. Msgr. James l\!cDonough, rector
of Our Lady of the Lake Seminary,
will lead the discussion in one of the
afternoon round table discussions. The
other speakers are as yet not announced.
Father Otting is chairman of the local committee drawing up the plans
for this meeting. Other members of
this committee are the Rt. Rev. Msgr.
John Hagan, Dr. John Newton, Dr.
Peter Groen, Dr. Joseph 1\fullen, Rev.
Wm. J. Murphy, S. ]., Rev. Emmanuel
Cyprian, 0. F. M:., Dr. Louis Smnmers,
Eugene R. Mittinger, and John
A. Smith.

By Ralphonse Kraft, '38
A new spark of class rivalry has
shone forth recently at John Carroll.
Gone are the days of rugged individualism when freshmen did as they
pleased, when their pride and determination held them aloof.
It had been rumored that Carroll's
frosh this year were going to 'be a
supercilious lot, doing as they pleased
and wearing their caps only if and when
it suited their tastes. No sophomore
was going to have anything to say
about it.
Our John Carroll sophomores heard
this unflattering rumor wafting o'er the
campus. "Wait until the freshman caps
arrive," they predicted, "we'll see which
class is boss around the school then."
The caps arrived last week, Tuesday.
It was not fifteen minutes after the
frosh received them that the sophs,
aided by the ubiquitous Wally Roth had
about SO of the yearlings garnered on
the balcony of the ·cafeteria "ripping"
the school song apart note by note.
Ten minutes later another 50 were collected on the steps of the administration building singing until it was audible in the second floor of the chemistry building. Knots of frosh almost
all day could •be seen on various parts
c>f thP. ~;am!lus !.'ing1ng t@oliously.
Soph Vanishes
Evidently the frosh didn't take very
kindly to all this. For the following
day Soph Joe Murphy was suddenly
missing from the school premises. He
had been around only a few minutes
before, but he had vanished.
Enter Soph Paul Smith on the scene.
Breathlessly he relayed the information, "They've got Joe Murphy. A
gang of frosh have kidnapped him."
Sophs began to filter in from all
parts of the building. "Why the little
-tar 'em, feather 'em-the nerve," The
sophs were humbled, humiliated. The
idea of the affair-kidnapping a sophoutrageous l It was about 45 minutes
later that Murphy returned to school
exasperated and tired. He had walked
in from Notre Dame College.
"Who were they. Oh, that bunch
of micks, Fran Gallagher, Irish Schroeder, Ted O'Malley and Beno Schwartz.
Boy, are we going to watch those boys
from now on!"
But the frosh had only ·begun to taste
blood. The very next day, adding insult to injury, they decided they would
like the company of Soph Bill Poland.
Bill objected strenuously, but the frosh
were so eager to have him that they
just picked him up and carried him
along. Bill still insists there was at
least 50 in the crowd, most of them
(Caniimwd 01£ Page 2)

James H. Ferrie Donates Altar;
Students Get New School Bus
Police Captain James H. Ferrie of
the Cleveland Police Force and father
of David Ferrie, '39 has donated an
altar for the Students Sodality Chapel
at Carroll.
The altar, which is strictly liturigical,
is in solid black with chrome finishings.
The top is of s'o!id mahogany and
weighs approximately one hundred and
fifty pounds. The altar stone which is
sunk in the top is one of those used at
the E~charistic Congress and was procurrcd especially for the Chapel.
The Credence Table, Sanctuary
Lamp and the main candlesticks arc
being made to match the altar. Behind
the altar there will hang a huge curtain
on which will be suspended a large
crucifix.
( Cantimud 011 Page 8)

Gentlemen: may we present the ]. C.
U. bus. It is a bus that is loud in the
acclaim of its Alma l\fater. The colors
fairly shriek John Carroll. It arrived
Tuesday, October 29, on the campus.
The bus was purchased from the
Steudel 11otors Co., 8004 Lorain A\•enue, chassis by Dodge. The body was
made by the Superior Body Co., Lima,
0. The 'bus cost approximately ~.ooo,
and will seat 24. It will be driven by
Brother Kopf, who recently arrived
from l\filford. The fare will be twentyfive cents a week, in the form of a
weekly ticket, or five cents single fare.
It will operate on a fifteen minute
schedule, beginning on the hour, between the end of the Fairmount line
and the Administration Building.
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Who's Who at Carroll
Che~ tcr Bernard Lynn. the scholarly
orator of the cia>~ of '36, is the gentleman who enters the Carroll Sc,,•s'
" \\'ho'~ \\'ho'' today.
He was born
in • 'iagara Fall,, X. Y., June 3, 191 4.
\\'hen he wa~ four years old the Lynn
family mored to Cleveland. Three
yea rs later they moved to Xew York
City and irom there migrated back to
Chct's birthplace, where they made
their home for three years. The next
~top was Fostoria, Ohio w here Chet
enrolled at St. \\'endelin'~ High School.
After two and a half years the Lynns
dec ided that the Fo rest City wa the
place to educate thei r tall. dark, and
hand5ome boy and hence they b rought
their belongings to Cle\·eland where
they cttled down and ~ent Chet to St.
Jgnatiu~ High School to complete his
high school training:.
Like the stories in Grimm': famous
volume, our tale might end he re by
saying that the Lynns have liYcd happily in CleYeland C\"Cr since. nut th i.
was only the ~tart of this tale. Chet,
having completed his high school days,
entered John CarroJI Un-ive rsity. •
. \fter a ic·w weeks at Carroll the local student body found out who Chet
Lynn was. \Vithin that short . pace of

tirnc he had lvon tJ.lc frt-~hn1tut o rator-

ical contest. the fre~hman debate tournament, and had been elected pre idcnt of his class, a post which he was
to hold for two and a half years.
His four year at Carroll have been
spent in the same manne r as we re tho e
first few wceb of his fre~hman day!'.
He has retained his inte rest in public
speaking throughou t his collegiate career. If c has been especially inte re~ted
in the field of debating. to which he
has devoted much of his time and
energy. H is work in th is field ha enabled him to take several trips aero
the country, representing the Blue and
Gold on the platform.
The Sodality of Our Lady has been
another organization to which Chet is
' 'cry much dc,·oted. lie has been an
active Sodali't for four years and thL
fa ll wa elected president of the Cleveland Catholic Co\lcgiato Council a~
1n·ll as prefect ni tlu.: Carroll odality.
As president of the 4 C's, he plans to
make that organization a rea l inst rumen t for the ~preading of pe rsonal
holiness and Cathr>lic action throughout the city of Clc1·eland.
To read an account of Chet's college
day one might rashly judge that he
was one oi those natural born executives who take high honor and numerous duties "in their stride.' perform all
their Ia. ks well, yet are themselves \"oid
of all personality and color. Such is
not the case with Chet. He is a colorful a student as has ever signed his
name in the registration book on
Regigtrar l.filler·s desk. He \0\'C to be
in a p:roup of real fellows and believes
that Disracli was misinformed whe n he
~aid that "a dinne r of men alone is
the most horcsome e\·ening one could
spend." IIi~ hoiYby is pipcg and he has
a mom full of thelll Some of them
smell Yery sweetly when he is smoki ng
them, others not so sweetly. He has

Fighting Cantpus
Spirit Revived
( Ccmtilllu·d from Pay .. 1)
heing little fcllo\t., like Dick "Dull''
Domanski and '·Tiny'' DoljcnoYick.
The party reached Green Road. Bill
\"\as just beginning to visualize bottomkss pits and other tortures when along
chanced a blue-coated custodian o f
peace. Right then and there the episode ended .
Rut our . econd year men couldn' t
stop now. }'resident Harry ).(eadc decided he couldn't stand quietly by and
.;cc his sophs maltreated that way . .
class meeting 1Ya: called. In a little
book went the names of the oficnders
along with another particularly reca lcitrant. Red l!Mri"an. They arc more
r>r ks~ ""on the spot," and all their actions arc under ob,en·ation. To keep
the newcome rs in tht•ir places a cou rt of
judges and a tribunal <>f inquisition
were ft,rrned from the brainiest and the
brawnie ·t of the clas::>. :K ow the ofiendc r~ will be requo;>sted to appear before the high court to answer charge:;
of assault on the fair name of the, ophtlmore Cla~s. The battle <ecms dead·
locked at the prc,ent time, but something .ecms dc~tinrd to break before
much more of this week has elapsed.

On the Stage
By Clayton Lange

"The Student ~rince'' is coming to
:he Hanna Theatre on November 7 for
t. hrce days, with a matinee Saturday,
·n '' Old Heidelberg" "\.Vith music by
• igmund Romberg. Dorothy Donnelly. who collaborated with Romberg in
1' Blossom Time," wrote the book a nd
yrics for the present piece.
[essr .
Lee and ]. ] . Shubert who produced
i' Blos·om Time" arc also the producers
l;>f ""The Student Prince."
Among those well known in the cast
•of "The Student Prince" are Ilse Marre nga, Halfred Young, Douglas Leavitt,
Belle ylvia, Ruth Lockwood, Donald
Blair, Irving Green, Jose Lay, Clar ence
Harvey, George Dill, Terry Horn,
Charley Howard, Lee Beggs, and Libby
Larndell.
There are 25 principal characters in
' 'The Student Prince," a student male
Chester B. Lynn
chorus of 40 that shakes the rafter , and
' symphony orchestra that fills the pit
no favo rite a uthor but he reads all the
o overflowing and makes the most of
better author5. He attends most of the
Romberg's beautiful score .
~chool's social e~·ents a nd a Carroll
prom without Chet Ly nn would be like
unto the Glee Club wi thout the Rev.
Hollvwood borrowed \Vil\iam ShakeJoseph A. Kiefer. S. ].
speare: Felix ).fendelssohn, ).fax Rein" Xext year,·• s ays Chct, '"I will enter ' ardt and tons of cellophane-the result
law chool." No w while Chet is one ·-as the program at the Hanna billed it
of the mos t truthful . tudcnts in the ' '\Varner Brothers pre ent 'A :Midsum'<chool the Carroll XM,·s is cognizant of mer Kight's Dream'.''
the fact that every ·enior when interThe curious amalgamation which the
\' iewcd say he is goi ng to be a lawyer ·~inema present under the title of Shakesomeday, yet only a handf ul ke~p their speare's beautiful fantasy leaves one with
threat. T he Carroll News hopes that a curious sense of enjoyment mingled
Chet w ill study law when he fi nishes with disappointment. For tho e who like
hi s tay a t Carroll because no youth Shakespeare "straight", for tho e who
eve r possessed more natural ability or revel in the sheer poetic beauty of the
g reater q ualification for this profe sion Bard of Avon, the production holds very
than this handsome senior. But what- close to nothing. Too mucb spectacle and
ever may be h is fie ld o f endeavor in disappointing renditions of Demetrius,
years to come those who know him ):_.ysander, and Puck (Ross Alexander,
feel ce rtain that he will bring great re- Dick Powell, and ~iicky Rooney) fail ~o
nown to the college which he so dearly :gi\·e even the most susceptible of Shakeloves.
speare lovers anything even remotely
uggesting the aesthetic exper ience.
But while the moving picture is at best
a mere shadow of the great Elizabethan'.
ight, it is wi thou~ doubt the mos t th rillng pectacle movie-goers ha,·e eYer had
the opportunity to witness. Max Rein r ardt, who is conceded the title of the
\Vorld's Greatest Producer, outdoes himThe heating plant o f John Carroll self. He wrap everything in himmerUnivers ity wor th senral hundred thou- ~ng cellophane and creates a new world.
sand dollars wi ll compare with the best ITo say that the scenery is beautiful i •
of it kind when fi nished. With the ex- perhaps, stretching the meaning of the
word; to say that it is ornate and excitception of the faculty residence all six ~ng is putting the whole thing mildly.
buildings of the university are now
\Voven into the production are some
being heated. D uring this warm of the works of the great Victorian comautumn weather two tons of coal are poser Mendelssohn. Of cour·e, no more
u ·ed eve ry day and approximately fou r need be said about the music-the word
tons wi ll be used eve ry day during the Mendelssohn is enough, but the manner
in which the compositions are worked inwinter months.
The hea ting sy te m of John Ca rroll to the picture is also worthy of high
University is similar to the hot water prai e. If perfect form in art is the form
heati ng :;ystem fou nd in ma ny re i- that leaves one unconscious of its exi tdences. F rom the boiler the hot wa- ence, the form of Eric Korngold's arter is carried through pipes which ex- rangement of Mendelssohn's music can be
tend tlu·ough the tunnels connecting said to be perfect. One hardly hears
the power house to other university the music in the production but it is
building.. Huge circulating pumps in- there, and in its being there unconsciouscrease the Yelocity of the wa ter pro- ly changes one's mood with every cadence of the rhythm.
vidi ng a uniform heat.
The plant con i~ts of two rooms, one
Aside from the three disappointing porroom containing the la rge furnaces, the trayals of character mentioned above the
othe r room contai ning the circulating acting i of excellent calibre. Kever bepumps. A t the top of the building is fore ha the world seen the kind of actan enormous curved container which ing in a Shakespearean role that James
hold the coal. Extending from the Cagney and Joe Brown put into the charba ·emcnt of the building to the coal acters of Bottom and Flute and through
container a t the top is a link belt. A them into Pyrmu and Thi be. The play
link bel t i · a ladder-l ike structure from within the play is staged as Shakespeare
which buckets a rc suspe nded for carry- him elf might have staged it. It is amusing the coal. By means of the link ing, and is the only part of the whole
belt the coal is com·eyed to the bunkers picture that carries unadulterated Shakcand then lo wered into Com bu , tion E n- peare with it.
gineering stoke rs bi· mea ns of a Lowry
Three genii make themselves felt in
chain.
this production.
Max Reinhardt is
A crew of men are working hurriedly stamped all over it, 1[endelssohn conto in tall a ll the equ ipment and to put tributes his immortal music, DuPont
on the finishi ng touches. T he absence
(Continued 0 11 Page 8)
of heat Th ursday, October 24, wa due
to an unayoidable acciden t, one of the
connecting cable being seve red.
Play At
_-pot, the thoroughbred bull terrier
belonging to R. 1'. heaha n is inclined
Univer sity Heigh ts
to be \' it:ious an d '\ill di.-courage the
\·isits of all ~tuden ts.
o f reshmcn
Golf Ouh
watchout.

* * • •

Fortunate Is Carroll to Have
Eminent Professor of Chemistry
] ohn Carroll university is iucteecl fortunate to have at the head vi. its Cbemi try Department such an eminent person as the Re\·erend George J. Pickel.
S. J. Father Pickel fills the position of
professor as well as director of that department.
Receiving his :\. B. degree at Campion
College in 1885, Father Pickel pursued
higher educational achievements at St.
Ignatius College, Valhenburg, Holland
and at the University oi Goettingen.
After spending two year,; as instructor
in English at Canisius College, the Reverend Pickel came to John Carroll University as instructor in Clas. ics in 1892.
In 1904 Father Pickel wa appointed
professor of Chemistry at Carroll and
maintained that position until 1917. During this period, he held the outstanding
position as president of the t.:'niversity
for several years.
Unfortunately for Carroll at this time,
hi superiors evidently saw the need of
thi capable leader in prominent college
elsewhere, when in 1917 he wa commissioned to take up professional duties in
the school where he once studied so diligently, Campion College. John Carroll
rejoiced. however, with the return of
Father Pickel to it's Chemi try Department in 1928, when he merited the position he now holds. Father P ickel also
serves on the Uni\·ersity Board of Trustees.
Assisting in the department of Chem-

•

Sale I m po rt:e r's Samples

FLECHET HATS
Worl:h $6 t:o $10

Ultra-Modern Is

Heating Plant at

New University

McFETRIDGE - Drugs
Fairmount Blvd. at Queenston
F Airrnount 2440

(Successor to 1\lcFetridgeVogt)

\\"arrensville Center and
Cedar Rd.

HOl\lE COURSE OF JOHN
C\RROLL" GOLF TEA).I

istry is profes or, Frank D. Burke, B.S.
in Ch.E., Ch.E. and instructor, Car l
Grankar, B.S. \ Vith such a learned force
of chemical advisors, J ohn Ca rroll is
bound to advance with rapid st ride· in
the eYer-expanding field of Chemistry.
As a fitting work-shop for th is competent staff, Carroll is proud to acquaint
the reading public with it's new chemical
facilities.
The Chemistry Building
The Chemistry building at new John
Carroll is a separate un it connected by
a cloister to the south side of the ad·
mu11stration building. It consists of
three stories and a basement with a total
floor area of about 30,000 sq uare feet,
designed to accommodate ome 600 students.
On tlie first floor there is a large lecture room with a seating capacity of
120, the general chemistry labora tory
with ten tables, accommodating 80 to 100
students at one time, with the stock room
adjacent and sen·ed by an Otis elevator .
There are also on this floor the reference I ibrary, the director's office and
private laboratory.
On the second floo r there is above
the general chemistry laboratory an analy i
laboratory with eight tables
equipped with down-draft hoods accommodating 64 students, a bala nce room adjoining, two research rooms, a room for
electro-chemistry, a general work room,
(Contimwd on Page 8)
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The May Company

Pick

4.85
"Flechet Hats" are the
pride of French craftsmanship and worn by
well-dressed men all
over the world. We
just secured tl1e importer's sample hats
.. . about 150 . .. worth
$6 to $10 ... to sell at
4.85. IWhat a buy for
y ou! Luxurious
smooth felts, velours
and beavers. Exclusive
colors .. . superb quality and style. While
they last, 4.85.
Street Floor Ontario

Yours From These

12,000 FALL TIES

65c

2 for 1.25

Here's another one of those sensational
May Company Tie Sales that are tl}e
t alk of t he town . For Saturday 12,000
h and-made ties . . . in smart stripes,
checks, figures and plain -color silks,
also s ~ti~s in dots and figures ... hardly
any hm1t to your range of selection.
Sale 65c- 2 for 1.25.
The May Company . . . Street Floor Ontario

THEMAYCO.
W e Give and Redeem Eagle Stamps
Stor e Hours 9 :30 A. M. to 5 :30 P. M.
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Timely Topics
by
Chas.Henry
Debating activities will soon be under way. 1. nusual interest has been
manifested in the work of the Carroll
Oratorical Society due to the prominence it has gained in intercollegiate
contests. Under the able and mature
leader hi1) of Father R,·an, the debating
•
teams of Carroll Univer sity have come
to a position second to none in the
foren ic world. In various trips to different part of the United States last
spring. our debating te ams proved
themselves invincible again t such competition as Notre Dame University,
:Marquette Unive rsity, and other world
famous institution s. Prospects for an
even more glorious sea. on ahead are
encouraging when we see the enthusiasm and energy eli played by many
members of the student body who wish
to participate in the coming intramural tournament for the President's
Cup.
Debate Topic
Tilis }'Car the quNticm for debate ·will
be one that c 11 br stoull)• de[ettded and
'<!itriolicall,• allackrd. The Carroll Oratorical Society has adopted th,• official
qt'l'stion• selected l>}' Pi Kappa Delta,
the 11ational debati11g ft•atcrnity, dealing
with thr Suf>rl!mc C01trt. The r:ract
statement of the question is this; rl!solved:
"That Congress should ltm•c the (JO'l('l!''
to rn:cr-ride by a two-thirds 11uzjority
1•otc th e decisions of the Srtprcmc Court
dccfariu ,g laws passed by Cougress lliiCOIIstitutimral."
This topit.· is uot a new one. Fr(}ln time
to time there lras s(Jnmg up pr:r..l!er/ul oppositio'll to the Supreme Court, dill! to its
judicial veto of fegis/atioJb apparently di!sig~ted fa aid the drnC'Iltroddet~ and laboring classes. ltf cmy fel'l that this umtsual
prnt·cr of th e court has bem a reactiouary
:yoke ujJol£ the progress of the nation,
a1w uJJtil 1c•e free oursc/1•cs friJm such restrailll, 1 ·e must be coJitcnt Il•ith institutions 7.l'lzich become outmoded u·itlz tlzc
f>.ussagc of the lwrse and bug!})' da}'S.
Thrqughout the history of our cowtlry.
prominent statesme1 ~ fr om Jeffcrscm to
President Roose1'Clt llm.•e fowzd occasion
to differ billcrly uoith decisio11s and acliOIIS of the Suprrme Court. In 11 '2 (}}IC
of the clzicf Ph1ks of Tlrl'od&re Roosevelt's Bull Moose frlatform 1t'Os tire affirmative of the qu-estion which is 1101 •
up for discu.ssion. Progrcssh•e political
pa-rties and orgatti::atious rrprcsentiny
•lJariiJus srxial classes ltcriJc e.rprcsscd
smtimmls fa<:orC'ble to a curtail11zt?llt of
this judicial im.ulidatio1~ af acts of congress.
But lite Supreme Court is not without
its dcfe11ders... A myriad 111unbcr of
books, pamphlets and articles ltau vigoror~sfy clzampioncd the systell~ of clrecks
a1w balances 1'1~ our Amcrica1~ form of
got•crmncnt. Rcnowcd statesmen, lcanrcd ill jrcrisprrwence, regard tfre co11rt as
a cloak of proteclwn for the conslitrtlion
agai11st lite ravages of petty politicians
and the ill wi11ds of impulsi·ve oppQrtunism; remcve this cloak a11d ·we are rcdnced to a sfa.tc wholly ccmfrollcd by
stalzttory law, fixed and rfctermiltt'd by
the legisfatrtrc. TVith such a condition
present, co11servative students of political
science are fearful lest Oltr American collcepts of liberty, atw tlze lrard wo1z principles of dem.oc,·acy, embodied in Oltr
Co11stitrttion sJwll soon become on/}' tlreory and not living facts.
Httndreds of argm111i'11ts, both eloquent
OIW COilvincin.g, ca11 be found on either
sitfe of this complex and intriguing qrtcstioJI• That is wlty tire comi1rg debate
ccmtests u•ill result i1~ lrard corned victories and 1wrrrnu defeats.
WANTED: A PRESIDENT
At the present time the senior class
is without a leader due to the departure
of its president to Annapolis. This
condition should be remedied at once
by holding a special election for this office. There is no reason on earth why
this election should not be held; no one
has anything to gain by leaving the
class without a chief executive; the
whole school has a great deal to lose
if the senior cla11s must remain in the
disorganized state which we find it in
now. A poll of sentiment among the
members of the senior class indicates
the overwhelming opinion in favor of

the right to choose their own president
without further delay.
This column is devoted to the policy

~E\VS
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!An Open Letter to the Editor
Some Things
the Editor of the Carroll x . . . .
tem; let us sec and under.-;tand
L\.l1out Boar.d ers To
p rogram.
Dear ir.

your

,'S

X 0 man with his eyes open can fail
to realize that the world is at a crisis.
Uen in high place talk even of the
end of our civilization. It i difficult
for )·otJrlg people to realize that it would
be possible for our present ci\·ilization
to change into any but a better one.
History, however, tell the tory of the
· · ·
complete collapse of many ctvihzatton~
which were more perfect than our own.
\Vith our own eyes we have watched
the economic. social and religi ous col-

Thing outsiders ~hould know ... that
the boarding house boys in general are
making new acquaintances ... that the
Britton family play an exceptionally
big role as hosts to severa 1 o f t h e C arroll boarders ... that said family a si t
greatly in securing dates for aid boardcrs. el e how did Paul Feicht date
Peggy O'Lynn at Homecoming Hop
... that \\'ally Roth thinks there's nobody quite like a certain Norwalk girl
at Kotre Dame . . . that \\' ally often
plays the part of chauffeur for many
of the boarding boys ... that Jack ~Iurphy, bashful boarder from Canton, surpri cd a ll by getting up grit enough to
ecure a date with Betty Herber, the
smiling blond who wait on table at
the former eating place of the Carroll
boarders . . . that ] ack, after waiting
an hour on the corner, decided the
surest way to get to Park Lane w ould
be to summon a cab . .. that Tdby
Fries and :Monty 1fcl\fahon were
stranded in the attractive cocktail bar
at Park Lane Villa ... that several of
the Akron boys were seen with several
of their home town girl friends at this
occasion .. . that Larry Schroeder i a
big. burly freshman commonly known
as "caravan" ... that the fellow think
the chef and his wife are very nice
people.
Thing the boarders would like to
know . . . why Univcr ity Hts. ne,·cr
mow the weeds along their side\valks
. . . when are the .stick-tites going out
of season . . . why wa Bill \1\'oods seen
at the H omccoming Dance without a
date ... when are the _- otre Dame girls
going to give the party they promi ed
to the Carroll boarders ... if Reinicki
has a bad case of home- icknc s, the
rea on he rushes back and forth to
Akron nearly every day ... who is writing all this dirt about them.

lap e of Russia.
All-sign ificant facts are facing every
man who does any thinking: \Var,
revolutiot1S, overthrow of old standards,
communism, the ri ing tide of atheism.
There are not facts to be "left to the
prie t"; not matters to be handled "by
the politician and the bu ine s man ."
These fact. enter into· our own lives.
\Ve are going to be intimately affected
if communi m, dictatorship. fascism,
the triumph of irreligious forces do
come. Look toward Mexico for a
proof of that. Hence the whole thing
is the UNITED COXCERN of all and
e pccially of Catholic college men from
whom the leaders of tomorrow must be
chosen. All the world i involved. ALL
o ur interests are at stake. ALL of us
need to participate in the g iant task of
saving our present culture.
The social 1111Ycst is !Ire Sivayiag of
wllurc looscllcd from its fowzdalicmsReiigion. It would seem then that any
program divorced from man's relation
to God will be futile.
Has the Catholic Chu rch any complete system 1by which it hopes to solve
the problems of the modern world?
Ha it a program that covers all the
e cntials of modern life and the complicated relationships which bind men
together? ~Iost assuredly it has. But
for the ordinary reader, thi- complete
program has remained to some extent
,·ague, simply because it was contamed,
not in any one document, but in various documents, book , declaration .
The challenge of the modern man to
the Church is this: Show us your sys-

of making articulate the otherwise unheard expressions of the majority. In
this capacity this editorial appears, asking for what is clearly the need and the
desire of the senior class; a special election-the means to regaining an experienced leader and necessary action in
the class of 1936.

......•..••........•..•....•....•....

Migration
Day

Students
Turn in Your
Band Raffle
Tickets
Before
October 31

November9
Carroll vs Findlay
at Findlay

Communism ha · made its>tatcmenb
d
'd d
·
I
1
an 1at
own tt · p rogram.
n t 1at
program it ha challenged the enti re
Christian phrlo"ophy of life, the en tire
Christian ci\·ilization. It a ttacks Ch rbtian morals and C hristian in;,titutions
of whatever kind. It dc nie. e\·erything
that Chri-tianity an d Catholicism ha.
held sacred:
To present, then, in po iti,·e anc.l consccuti,·e form, the Christian and Catholic sy, tern of
ocial thoui{ht. in
terminology intelligible to students,
is the task undertaken this year by the
Qt. EEX' WORK. It is no exaggeration to sa y that no ot her publication
will keep you so well posted on the
\' ital problem of wha t is go ing to hap pe n to the world.
The Catholic Chu rch has fought its
way through social uphea,·als before,
but in the present s torm she is calling
all yoong men and women to take an
ac tive part in the task of re-e tabli. bing
human society on the only . table foundation thinkable, Christian philosophy
and religion. If Carroll tudcnts a re
going to be among the leader under
the standard of the Church in the battle between Catholicism and Communi.m they mu · t prepare them. elves
today and they are urged to make usc
o f the best text-book a ,·ailablc, the
Q'CEE_ T' S WORK.
A drive for subscription· to t he
Queen's \\'ork will be launched next
week by the John Carroll U niversity
Sodality.
Signed,
An Acti\·c Sodalist.

Here Are Some
Tips for Freshmen
( Cont'illl(ed from Po!/<' 1)

in the army or na\')', with •·G-men". in
church, alone.
5.) \Vhen being . ubjecte<l to the penattic o f being a fre,hman: give r~- ur
true name and the exact value of your
per onal belonging: : be free \ ith your
cigarettes ; up perc! as. men love to see a
fighter, but don't fight or resist ; remember that the life o f a fre:.hman is short
and that the world i said to be at pre ent over-populated.
W e Deliver

Carroll Broadcast
Proved to Be Most
Successful in History
John Carroll t:nin~r,ity held what
\\'as opinioned ib m< t suc~·essful ratlio
broadca,t over a nation-\\ ide • -n hookup \\'ednc.day e\'enin~. October 23. The
pro~ ram was C<)znpri>ed of selcrtion. by
the Glee Club. ,kits hy both the Biology
department and the Cttrro/1 ,\',•«•s. The
Rc\·. Jo:eph Joliat , .] ;eisnWl<.)«ist of
,
the uni,·er,ity atinounced his plans for
future researrh.
The Rev. Jo~eph \. Kieier . ]. director of the Glee Club cxtencled ronlial
~;trectfngs to all the alumni and friend>
t>f John Carroll. Fath~:r Kiefc·r ,;air! in
part. "\Ye send our me . .;age to you 011
the \Yings of song: gr<:ctings and go<Xl
wishe. from the faculty and all the students. Our ;ong.· are surely the hc,t
medium wherehy to com ey this mc,sagc
to you. fur our ongs arc horne t you
in mel<Xlies of joy--oi triumph--of 10\·e,
yes and of longing too, and dc·it·c- f
yearning for all the really good things
you ha\'c eyer enjoyed and hope to enjoy in a bright and pr mi,ing future.
'Carry me hack' i · the burden of our
song to yo u tonight. Carry me back to
a ll the bless ings and joys that we hope
may be yours. ~[ay the wngs of .\lma
Mater remain in your hearts and rc><lund
frcm your lip«. ]\lay they cheer an<!
hearten you on the rugged path of life
which we all must walk. ~[ay th<'se
songs carry you bark in thought and
lo,·ing remembrance to the days when
we walked together. side by :ide, and
may our 'ongs bear to you our message
of . incerest greeting and well-\\ i,;hing."

Remember the:-

ANNUAL FRENCH
CLUB SOCIAL
Big Barn
(Lorain Rd.)

Friday, November 8

9 P. l\1.

FAirmount 9261

· Mayfield Tavern, Inc.
BEERS- WINES- LIQUORS
Hi-Proof Beer-Six Bottles for 59c
FISH FRY EVERY FRIDAY NITE
Delicatessen
4478 Mayfield Rd.
Near Green Rd.
Restaurant

..AND AN EASY WAY .

TO £NJOY A Plf.£ · ·
I GET AR.OUND
FIFTY SWELL SMOKES
FR.OM THE BIG

WOODPECKER

PECKS HOLE IN

@.

SACK OF PEAS
PEAS DROP ON
DISHPAN
WEATHER INDICATOR@ THINKS
IT'S RAINII)IG
AND SHIFTS TO
''RAIN'' RELEASING
MOUSE IN TRAP

2-0UNCE

@.

0

0

@. MOUSE

TAKES
ELEVATOR. @ TO

CHEESE® EATS
AWAY CHEESE
WHICH LINES
BLOWTORCH UP
WITH CHAIN
AND CUTS CHAIN.
THUS HORSE

0

Of/
0

COLLAR AND

8l.INDERS @
ARE DROPPED
OVER. STUDENT

TIN OF

PRINCE ALBERT.
THERE ISN'T A
BETTER SMOKE
GOIN' THAN P.A.!

0
Q

0

I

I

0
0

\

~\6·
0~

I -~0
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The Carroll News

llliow An1erica First

Edited For and By the Students of
John Carroll University

B y Eugene F. Gleason
\Ve can only concu r with those highwrought stylists who write our tourist
circulars when they maintain that all of
us should "See America Fir st". But we
should like to step out of line just far
enough to add that "seeing" Amer ica,
in our estimation, implies slightly more
than a pop-eyed stare. If there be an
obligation to look first upon the physical
features of America, there is a tr iplybinding obligation to begin our examination with a searching glance into the human society \\ hich has, above al l else,
made the American nation. \ Ve must
see America fi rst with the eyes of the
mind; with understandi ng and perspective, if you will. Iherp. is a sight beyond
sight-insight. Books, before travel, are
its magic key. \ Ve give, in the list fol lowing, some books which have helped
us toward that g reater sight.
America Comes of Age By Andre
Siegfried. For a keen analysis of the
factor that combine to make today 's
America, we know no finer book than
this. T he conflicts wh ich have ar isen
here between immigrant and native, between farme r and capitalist, between the
three g reat religious groups, between
West and East, between a dozen other
social organizations are explained wi th
a lucidity that leaves us a trifle thunderstruck. These things have existed about
us daily, yet they had little meaning for
the average American unti l this book
wh ich every ma n could read with under~
standing and downr ight pleasure, took
detached facts and fi tted them in the ir
respective niches as parts of enormous
trend . Never between the covers of
any book did we get such a brill ia nt flash
of under standing. It is a book wh ich
should be read by every ad ult in A merica. Lest we seem to sputter with su perlatives, we shall stop right here and ask
you to personally ascertain whether we
have over-rated this work.
The AmiTican Language By H . L.
!>!c11cke1h Here is the standard work on
English as she is butchered in America.
Don't run; it's not a grammar. Noth ing
so dul l as that l-it is a frequently uproarious, constantly enterta ini ng account
of the growth of slang from the earliest
"gadzooks I" to the lates t "paoey".
;\.·f encken is that rarest bird under Heaven, a surpassing scholitr with a slambang sense of humour, and this book is
probably the g rea test thing he ever wrote.
Earnest \Veekley, the English tymologist,
trips him up on some of his der ivations,
but most often Mencken is scrupulously
correct. There are more than eigh t
part of speech in "T he American Language"; there are hundreds of parts of
America itself. Know the American
language and you know the American
people.
Dy11amite By Lcmis A damic. D id you
read in last week's paper about the fac tory ow ner who woke up one light to find
the fr ont wall of his house evaporating
at the explosoin of a labor-union bomb ?
Did he de erve the strenuous rebuke?
\Vere the unionists pure criminals? Such
violent incidents, such questions, are at
the very heart of present day conflicts ;
conflicts sprayed with blood and pu nctuated with explosions. Many yea rs ago,
the story of labor violence in Amer ica
began with the bursting of a bomb in
Chicago's Haymarket. This is the poi nt
at which Adamic takes up his study of
labor in America, trac ing it through the
days of the ";\.folly 11aguires", the I. \V.
\V., the early coal st rike , the advent of
the racketeer in union activity, the str uggle of capital to cru h labor agitation.
Here is a seamy side of America, but
a side no less important than that portrayed with such death less beauty in
Chamber of Commerce brochu res. Adamic knows his subject; his book eYidcnces that. Certain it is that the read~r
of "Dynamite" finishes it with a renewed
appreciation of the moti,·es which dominate both capital and labor. In these
motives is a gigantic portion of the A merican scene.
Lack of space hampers us, but here are
a few more books we think equally worthy of your attention: Sinclair Le·wis'
Babbit and Jfain Strcrf, while ha rdboiled and cynical are two pene trat ing
views of America as the auth or sees it.
By no mean must we q,·erlook ~·pt on
Si11c/air's ~rass Clll'ck, M cmcy Writ as
and other , which, while not infrequent·
ly representing a jaundiced. cockeyed and
fanatical '·iewpoint, have yet enough factual material to slay a whole herd of
America's Sacred Cows. Anythi ng by
Willo Cather can be depended upon as
,;t..und, especially when it deal. with the
American \\'est. The book-he!{ is yours;
go to it!
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Catholic Action
"Catholic Action." The term in itself signifies the desire on the part
of the church authorities to take aggressive measures toward the implanting of the principles extoled by the Catholic Church to bolster up this selfish
world of ours.
Any constructive movement will reap the benefits desired ONLY if the
leaders by their own action and initiative inspire the followers on to the ends
in view. Strong, fearless leadership then is most important.
The hcirarchy of the Catholic Church has unfaultingly and untiringly
struggled to make the Catholic Action ~fovement accomplish the ends
which the Pope desires. \\'e as students of a Catholic university and
as members of the lay apostulate should realize it is our duty not only to
follow the strong strides but to lead when the going is difficult. \ Ve have
the opportunity of a college education and should use the knowledge,
influence and prestige resulting from such an education to ou r best advantage.
Many Catholic laymen in prominent positions have failed to acquire
the spirit of the movement. This failure may be att ributed to their own
purposeful or non-purposeful carelessness. " 7e shall give them the benefit
of the doubt in the case, but most earnestly urge their discontinuence of
present practice.
E ven some of our religious are not beyond criticism. They have fa iled
to clim b to th e aggressive posi ti on which the P ope desires of them o hold.
True it is, religious cannot always attain results in eve ry phe re. T he Cat holic laymen must help out, •but it sure is disheartening to note the unnecessarily consen·ative attitude taken by those who should be our leaders in the temporal as well as the spiritual.
Don't be afraid to let it be known that you are a Catholic. See to it
that the church's principles are upheld, whether it be in law, medicine, the
science or politics-and SUPPORT those individuals whose action is
compatible to Catholic principles in their fields of endeavor.

What! NoSmolies?
One item of great importance to the majority of John Carroll students
has been omitted from the scheme of things here at the new school; to
wit, it is impossi·ble to buy cigarettes anywhere within a mile of the University. It has been said that the high price of a license to sell cigarettes
is prohibitive to their being handled by the school. This is perhaps true,
but the problem can be easily solved th ru the use of a cigarette vending
machine. Companies which handle vending machines pay the license fee
and all other expenses involved, including installation. In addition to this,
the school will receive re\·enue from the machine at the rate of one cent per
pack sold.
\ Ve believe that the convenience derived from a machine of this type will
far over-ride any objections which the administration may have.
\Ye make a plea in behalf of the student body, for a vending machine
to be installed at the earliest opportunity.

Opportunity l{noclis
Beginning with the next is ue of the John Carroll .\'c,,•s, a new policy will
be adopted \\ hich will c~Jablc every member of the student body to show
his literary prowes and to air his view through the medium of the .VC'I.c-s.
\\'e realize that there is plenty of talent within the portals of John Carroll,
which if gi,·en an opportunity will blossom out and may even flower into
real literary genius.
\\'e have instigated this new policy in order to give the tudcnts just such
an opportunity. After all is aid and done, to be able to expre s one ·elf
fluently and correctly is a prime retjuisite in any rrofession whether it be doctor. lawyer, or merchant. Xewspaper writing is a recognized method by
which one may become proficient in this art.
The Carroll x,...._,.s will accept all article· \Hitten by others than those on
the staff up to the Frida)' pre\'iou to going to press. Articles may be written on any subject prm·iding they are not against the policy of the paper
or detrimental to the administration. It will be necessary for ob,·ious rea~ons that all article~ tendered be signed by the writer.
There will be a column devoted entirely to the contributions of the students, and the name of the accepted writers will be printed along with the
articles.
The Carroll x,~,·s sincerely hope that the tudent body will take advantage of this opportunity in cooperating with u · to make thi:; addition to
the.\' l"il'S a splendid !>UCCCSS.

The Movi g Finger
EditO'I"'s Note:
The Carroll Ne- >s will award two complimentary (tax
paid) t ickets each for the Dayton-Carroll' Tha11ksgivi11g battle to the three readers
who idmtify I he 'Writer of this column mz give the most i111elligent rcas011.r for their
apm1011. You r opinioll m ust be based 011 the molter which appears in this column.
All opiniatiS 1111/.St be stated i11 u'Yitillg alld givell or m-ailed to lite Editor of the Car"'roll N C'I.('S before Sunday, X cn.oembcr 9. A ll readers of this paper are eligible to
s11bmit their opin ions. 1Vim1ers w ill be d1mounccd in this coltt11lll in the November
13 issue of the Carroll Neu.•s.

T ilE g reat St. Augustine observed with amazement that "men go
go abroad to gaze at the lofty mountain s, and the great waves of
t he sea, and t he wide flowing rivers, anti the circle of ocean, and the
revolu tions of th e stars, and pass them selves, the crowning wonders
by.', T he 1v.iovin g F inger rs based-uf.on th1s of.rini on-rhat hum-an ueing'>:s-r=....::===l
are much more interesting than events and places. It is the belief of
the w riter of t his colu mn that the parties, the romances, and the hours
of play of a g roup of college students constitute a very interesting
stu dy. From thi s study, he believes many valuable lessons can be
drawn, many interes ting ob. ervat ':ons can be made, and many hearty
laug hs can be gained. If the Movi g Finger is in anyway responsible
fo r your attainment of these three results, a lesson, an interesting obser vation and a laugh,- th e writer will be well satisfied for his humble
effort.

WE mu s t always study the way
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of collegians in the proper state of
mind. It is like unto that famous church outside the gates of
Ro me whose elaborately painted ceiling seems without beauty or
ha rm ony of desig n unless viewed hom one particular point. As the
perplexing mosaic of that ceilin cannot be appreciated unless one
s tands in the center of the churc so cannot the actions of students
be fathom ed unless one is, or ha been a part of that group. Their
purpose in being students, their dt sire to climb the ladder of success,
prompts the majority of them to be of a serious nature in their classrooms. Hence it is only natura for these same individuals to be
happy and carefree when they ha \'e departed from the lecture-room
and have placed their text-books on a near-by shelf. It is during this
perio d of relaxation, these few ours of merry-making, that the
material for the Moving Finger cc mes into existence. And if the day
should ever come when college students would no nothing but study,
Deus avertat, then the Moving Finger will write and having writ will
w rite no more.
. . Jack Hyland and his committee were
responsible for the finest Hom e-Ct~ming Dance in J. C. U.'s history . . . .
Bill \Volf's hamburgers taste much better now that workmen have placed
doors on his modern restaurant . . . Carroll Union is already appropriating
money like drunken sailors . . . . Carr II Oratorical Society will not retain its
membership in the Korthern Ohio Dcb ~ ting League .... Jack Smith is not the
most popular student in Father Ottin l' s Metaphysic's class . . . . Jonas Moran
will tell it to a South Euclid judge ~ovem•ber 7 if a Ursuline soph's father does
not fix that ticket for speeding . . . . a Green Rd. policeman showed Bill McMa hon how beautiful theN. D. campus really is in the moonlight .... Bynane has
dona ted a "Robert's Rule of Orders" to the Carroll Union . . . . Dave Ferrie
a nd other Carroll frosh were Good Samaratins along the road to Tiffin a week
ago Friday night ... . Joe Stiert was the freshman who so severely criticized
th e Carroll upp er-classmen in th e last issue of the N 1!'//..'S • • • • Walt Noonan occasionally comes to school on a m otorcy cle ... . John Czyzak says "fui on dear
old Poland" now that he has tas ted Ma y field Rd.'s brown October ale .... Gene
11orris will save mu ch shoe lea ther because Charlie and Steve have moved their
Tomah awk Club to the corner of his s ~ r e et .... Bill McCarty, '33, former Carroll News editor, is now editing a paper or the Cleveland Council of the Knights
o f Columbus .. .. Matt Flynn, '35, is a detective on the police force .... 1\:larie
Cooney, U r sulin e '35, w ho was once described by the Piffler as being "~the!
Bar rymore in a stream-line model" is now secretary to Secretary Polk .... Jack
Han ley r eligiou ly obse rves trainin g rules during the football season .... Dick
l\ [o er is very proficient at breakin g windows . ... Jim Siffin is just as popular at
Shadowla nd as he was at Mentor .. . . Editors Fitzpatrick and Sullivan were
pla nn ing this issue of the N e~c•s last hursday ev ening at the Cabin Club followin g the Play H ouse performance . . .. Beno Swartz, while singing "Wished
on the 1Ioon," ra n his car into a fireplu ~ .... The high stepping new drum major is Charli e Centa, wh o was Ia t year voted the best in the state .... Bernard
Sall ot has found out what happens when you drive your car up over the new
cur bing . .. . a radi o, piano, and cigarette machine would be welcome editions to
t he new cafe teria . , . . Dame Rum or v,ras screwey as Betty Mulholland is prom
queen a t U rsuline with Hickey, McCarti , Heaton 1md Gilmore for assistants ....
:Mary K eegan and Clare Lonsway had the fir s t smokes in the new Department
of H ome E conomics at Ursuline .... Bill and Tom Peoples, Jerry Fallon, Joe
S ulli van, ] ohn Drain and Bill Parnin fixed a blow-out fuse at Ursuline Open
House nite .. . . U r uline fro h, with !i;reen bows and white stockings, received
a loud ha-ha fr om the Carroll s tudents as the "big yellow job" clum•b-up Cedar
Glens.

* "'

R Second Lesson- :-<. D .'s l\Ionte Carlo
0andUDance
an d Its A ftermath .. .. Bill P eoples
P eg O' Malley holding ha nds at N . D .
Dance while S wede Arbeznik sleeps sou ndly
in D ayton hotel . . . . Gene Gleason fin ding a
little K. D . damsel even more to his liking than
choice selections £rom Emerson's essays . . .
Larry Kelley forgetti ng a ll about Parma as h ~
and Jack Doreen cavort about after the part y
was over . . . . T ombstone Gra nt was there
passing out season passes to the X ortha mpton
Jockey Club ll!eet . . . . Jean \\'eaver, '3 1, has
succeeded Annette Gensheimer, 32, as president of the N. D . Alum nae . . .. Janie Jones
and :liar ian P askert arc big guns in N . D
Sodality set -up . . . . Frank R yan and R it
H lavin tal king over old tirpes throughout the
evening .. .. Slip McGee beginning his croon
ing career a t the Black F orest I nn with hi
rendition of " Let ~Ie Call You S weetheart'
. . . . Harry ~I ea de searching the N. D . cor ·
ridors for latent talen t . . .. Otto Longo and
Marge Scheucher here, there and everywhere·
. . . Van Schuster's daughters still ' T ops' to·
about fifty Carroll lads . .. . Reserve frat men
and Carroll wall-flowers e.~ch a n ging gro wl~,
while the W hite H awks played " D ear Old
1

Case.''

* * * *

ESSON 3-The D oorman At The Park
Lan e Villa T ells Us . . . . tha t everyon<~
had a rollicking good time at the H ome-Cotn·
mg Dance • . .. t hat :.1 rs. l\Iittinger and Mrs,.
\ 'ince were t he belles of the ball . . . . thai:
Judge Carberry was " the guy who brung''

L

Katie Burke this time . . . . that the great
Slip continued his crooning care« with a senti·
mentnl rendition of " I'm In The Mood For
Love" . . . . that Joe Busher caught haiL
columbia from the great Murphy . . . . that
Bill McX ally ra n a httle short of funds later in
the evening . . . . that Li~ Bwder did not approve of her Johnny Toner's bender . . _ . that

Bea nie l\'l arquard really turned-off the victrola
.. . . that Bud Hurd did not go to the dance
to chaperone his sis ter Rita . . . . that Chuck
Henry has more respect for the McCarthy fam ily now that he has da ted Cookie's sister .. . .
that the Frosh lauihed at the Sopbs and re·
fused to don their blue and gold caps . . . .
that Bob Tryon and Lizzie Sulzman at least
came and left together . .. . that Lester
Chandlor eJe,•ated himself to the exhalted post
of " Don Juan of the Alumni " when he dared
to da te Noami Coyle . . . . that Gene Kirby
Was acco mpani~d by Joe

B rennan , Ursuline's

Tenny Linn . . . . that the Ursuline Quill is off
the rocks and evw b o a t s a few ads
. . . that Jud y Meredith. 'unclassified ' stu·
dent from Bowling Green College, ntanaged to
keep John F rawley Carey on his vegetable diet
• . . . that Pat :llasterson was there but not
with the florist . . . . that Tuga Glover came
la te yet heard much about the N . E. 0. T. A.
Convention . . .. that Bill Leppig started the
ev~n ing 's festivities out with a bang . .. . that
the P ri nter's ~a ss at ilhe Cathedral appear.d
to be a Carroll Chapel Exorcise . . . . that the
~I o\'ing Finger now waggeth no more until
. . . . next issue.
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Ursuline Fetes
Pageant Cast
Ursuline college will sponsor a pageant
to commemorate the four-hundredth anniversary of the founding of the order.
The pageant will take place in the Publie Auditorium some time in Tovember.
The pageant will tell the complete story
of the order from the time of its founding up to the present time. It promises
to be not only a smart, fast moving production, but also exceedingly colorful.
Ursuline has asked the assistance of a
number of Carroll students for the cast.
The Carroll men will participate in a
Royal Gavotte, and also will make up a
foil drill ;team.
U rsuline D inner
The male members of the cast are invited to be the guests of Ursuline at a
dinner to be given by them tonight at
the 'COllege at six o'clock, after which
there will be a rehearsal. All students
whose names were pos.ted last week arc
urgently requested to be there as there
will be important business to transact as
well as •he distribution of parts for the
production.
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French Club
Elects Officers

P resident Receives
Compliments

5

Scientists 1\Iap Plans President Talks
For Scholastic Year ·To Alumn·
----

The Scientific Society \viii hold their
The Very Rev. B. J. Rodman, S. J.,
first meeting of the year <..t the phy~ics
was the recipient of an interesting JetThe initial meeting of the year of the lecture room of the Old chool tonight.
ter Thursday, October 24, the morning Club St. Charles took place Thursday, The meeting will discu~s important busiafter Carroll's broadca t over the ~a Oct. 17. The club held it annual elec- ness remaining from last year and will
tiona! Broadcasting Company's hook- tion ,, ith the result that John Czyzak make plans for the coming year.
was unanimously reelected president;
Officers consist of pre·ident, Joseph
up. The letter was ent •by Dr. Henry other officers include Frank Hearns, Hynes: vice president; Rey Deutchman;
J. Doll, Buffalo, N. Y.
vice-president, BQrnard Ceraldi, secre- John Rae. ,ecretary; and Carl DeFranco,
treasurer. The Executive committee is
Addressed to the president of John tary, and James Grant. trea ·urcr. _
The club i now putting fourth a vig- composed of 1[errill T. Fitzpatrick,
Carroll University the letter, in part,
orous subscription campaign for the Henry Boehmer. and Ed Hill.
read: "I was delighted to hear the Journal St. Charles. Contacts have been
Well Known Speakers
broadcast last evening from John Car- made with all Catholic high . chools in
The Scientific Society is noted for their
roll. Especially was I interested in the Cleveland and vicinity and the re ponse well known pcakers. Last year they had
little talk about Father Odenbach. He, is very encouraging. The paper has also among their lecturer Dr. \\'illiams of
been enlarged and will cover items and the ~cwburgh sanitarium: Dr. Doran.
as a schola tic, was prefect of the secnews-interest from the corporate college~. noted medical man of the city and other ..
ond division borders at Canisius in Buf- Heading the Journal this year is Bernard Besides these. the academ)' has been adfalo when I was a student there in 1886. Ceraldi '38 and a staff of extremely com- dressed by members of the faculty. Rev.
\\Tell do I remember him. He and I petenl men and women. The repre ·en- Elmer J. Trame, S. J., ga'·e an intcrhad a private telegraph line from hi tative from Ursuline are the Misses esting lecture on the hormone. Prof.
Schneider and Payne, from X otre Dame, Frank Burke of the chemi try departpulpit in the study hall to my de k in the .Misses Pakeltis and Coyle.
ment, spoke on the body catalysts.
the last row. There we scat messages
The annual Autumn Dance of the Club
There are many other interesting
back and forth.
will take place in November.
phases of the
cientists' organization.
"From this you can readily underThe first intercollegiate meeting will 1 Trips through industrial plant , hospital>
stand my close interest and attention to open at "rotre Dame College November j and jail , and informal discus ·ions arc
the broadcast."
14. All are cordially invited.
orne of these.

--------------~--------------------------------
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The John Carroll . \lumni ,\»ociation
officially entrred the member~ o{ the class
of 1935 into the ranks of the alumni at
a meeting in the new building la~t ~ton
day evening.
. \t the meeting. pre:idcd on· r hy Harry
Hanna, president of the alumni body. the
new members were introduced by Frank
Polk, class president.
The Alumni were addres:ed by Rc''·
B. J. Rodman, S. J.. who commented on
the work done by the graduate-. in the
building fund campaign.
Donald C.
Dougherty, campaign manag-rr, presented
final figures for the drive, and complimented the group for having brought in
most of the money secured.
Plans for reorganization were discu>scd
by those pre~ent, with Wm. ~fcCarty, 'JJ,
gi,·ing a con ·tructi\·e program to include
relig-ious, educational. athletic, and oci<l l
acti\·itics. Others \\ ho spoke \\'ere Gene
1fcCarthy, \\'. Corrigan, R:llph Vince,
and T. Burke.
Father Ralph A Gallagher, moderator,
announced an Alumni office ha, been pro\•ided in the building. The next meeting
has been set for November 15.
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Ne~s

Here's Carroll's Big Four Opponents

Spol-ts

Reserve Red :ats Bring Stars
To Stadium to Battle Carroll
Edward's Team Will Tak • Field as Top Notch Favorites to
Take Blue Streaks in Stri e; Yarrmen Hope to
Thwart Reserve's Hopes f r Undefeated Season

By Minarik

By Minarik

\'I" e tern Reserve's mighty football team will engage John Carroll Friday i\ight, royember 1, in the :\1unicipal Stadium. Resen·e
~hould win. But o
Carro l football teams haYe loJ:Jg e 1 no-.""-.....,!!!!!!1!
for their manner of pulling u ~sets in the least expected places. Last
y~ar a vastly superior :.\liami team entered their game with the Blue
treak. oYerwhelming favoritl~s. They \\ ent back home \\'ith a 20-0
lacing hanging from their shoe~tops .

RETURN GAME
After watching B-\V and Re ·erve battie t iea-gue par· 'en daJ'S ag , e'd
almost like to see Carroll play those
Bereans again. \Vith about half as many
mi takes as they made against the Red
Cats, they'd have a tough time beating
our Streakers. \Ve've nothing against
Bud Hacrr, but ince he was going to
get hurt anyway, why couldn't he have
done it a couple of week ooner.

Frosh Teams

Organized
By Carberry

• • • •
THEY SCRATCH NOW
Carroll ·was literally cut dow11
to- their shoe tops 1vhen tlze_v
pla~•ed i1~ Orfords a couple of
t:c.•f"cks fJ..!JiJ.

Tlrosr fudions from ,1{iomi
So fo11gt:r liSt' Bon Ami.

Iflillicr

• * • *
BRIDGE CLUB
The •bridge club quartet, composed of
Ursuline Kollitch, the Dame from
Notre Dame, Hattie Brown, and Annie
Laurel met up on the Heights for one
of their bi-weekly gossips. The name
of John Carroll ·wa mentioned over and
over again.
Hattie opened with, "Gee, what's the
matter with The Gold and Blue Streaks,
letting tho e B-\V Yellow Cats beat
them that way?"
"You mean Red Jackets," contradicted Annie.
"\\'ell whate\·er they are, Hattie's
right. They sure calped Carroll," quoth
That Dame from Notre Dame.
"\Vhy no, you're thinking of the
~fiami Indians, and they don't even
play Carroll," was Ursuline's little addition to the sitfest.
In unison thereupon was heard,
"\Veil anyway let' hope that those
New Buildinger beat those Red Kittens from down the road so's we can
thumb our noses at that stuck up Flo
;\[ather."
And we can't help but agree wholehe:~rtedly on the first part of that anyway.

• * • *
CARROLLERS?
The Cleveland Press Sport
Page in a recent cartoon of the
football world, pictured John
Carroll as a sick little boy
waiting for the Glee Club season to start. So they think
we're just a bunch of Carrollers, huh.

• * * •
FROSH FRET
Soml'

yo/ sore

to~tyh f•·osh footballcrs
~··Ilea c..· did11't m<'lttion their

of tfzost'

•~<w•cs lost'

issue.'

rr·,··rc

sorry. AmJ if

i11cludiJJg t/z,• tcalcr boy «'<lS left
out this tim.•, ~l'•'ll . . . tl'dl let's sec

OII\'Oil<'

,,·ell . . ~~·ell I yucss "''"'// j~tsl
/Je sorr.\' ayai11.

11011' •••

* • * •
FAST FOTI
Though we didn't see Jim
Foti make his sensational run,
we bet that he could run that
quarter mile in Foti seconds.

• • * •
LET'S BE I

IES

I'm a sentimentalist. I believe that
men are loyal to any ta k
thev undertake. \\'ith this in mind, I
cha:nged my plans. Instead of panning
a group of feHow· (everyone admits
they're ">w-ell guy5") I'll prai e them to
the stars. Our football team i.n't as
good as we'd like it to be. Does th'lt
make evenbodv on it a quitter? How
wvuld you .like ·to be on that lO$it1~ team?
Don't you think tho e men are \\'Orkin~
like mad to \\'111 ~ I'll ~tkk to my team.
my fellow

LET'S ALL
MIGRATE

By Arrnos Loyer
Coach "Judge'' Carberry has named a
freshman team that has enough b1·awn
to put the Ohio State giants to s arne.
It averages well over 185 pounrls, and
this includes a couple of light backs. But
brawn is not all that this team poss sses.
It has the fight and ingenuity that has
resulted in their smearing the varsity
during the scrimmages.
Among those who are particularly eminent are ] ohn Zeleznik,
fast-step · ing,
elusive end from Maple Height ; .tevc
emperger, a stone-wall guard from
Sharpsville, Pa., and his brother John
who has been named as number one contender for left end. Caito, who was
named All Scholastic last year at
Height , is holding his own at fullllack.
Fatica, who may replace Zarokowit.z at
guard, is just plainly "good" according
to Carberry. \Vith ~filjenovic and Domanski, 200 lbs. each, as tackles, and
Kenneally, a 212 lb. Collinwood pr
nt center, the freshman line makes one
of the most formidable opponents hat
the varsity must face.
The brightest aspect of this comq.ination of brawn, weight, and speed is 'that
they will form part of next season's varsity. With all the regulars returning
next year, except Breen and Ben ict,
who will be lost through graduation, the
Blue Streaks have hope for the future.
Opinions concerning the frosh aruong
the va rsity men is high. Here is what
everal picked at random think of them:
Lonnie Bell : "They're a fine b nch
of pi ayers."
Bob ThompsOn: "They have a 1 1t of
m
power.
They'll keep the varsit
shape."
Ed Delahanty: "Plenty of good 'material in those boys."
AI Benedict, captain: "That lin of
theirs is pretty good."

a

Courtesy Reserve Weekly Tribune.

Jim Foti HStealer" of Footbc:~.lls
Beats Miami Halfback to Goal
By Ralphonse Kraft
Just as President Roosevelt snatched
the United State from the clutch of
the depression, just as the eager freshmen eized the unwilling Joe 1f urphy
and Bill Poland, and just as Moses was
taken from the bread-basket in the bull
rushes, in like manner did Jim Foti
snatch the football from the ''breadbasket'' of an astonished ::\Iiami back,
He then galloped down the field for
Carroll's second touchdown.
How could he do that? you a k.
'vVcll, one of the ~Iiami 'backs received
the ball a11d tarted for the line of
scrimmage. As he neared it he stopped ana hesitated, seemingly uncertain
whether to pass or run. Jim Foti had
meanwhile wriggled through the line
~omehow.
Like plucking apple from
a tree he plucked the football from the
~Iiamian.
Then shaking off a couple
of would-be tacklers he proceeded on
his merry way down the field.
"I aw him he ·itate," was Foti's explanation.. "I figured that if he didn't
know what to do with the ball. I had
an idea to help him out.''
Foti's ball pilfering trick is an excellent example of ''head's-up football."
Stealing a ball from the clutches of an
opponent, though rarely done, is absolutely ''on the legit" a far as football rules go. That play is just another
example of why Carroll i an intere ting team to watch this year regardless
of whether they win, lo e or draw.
'v\'hat the team may lack in brawn and
physical requirements is more than balanced by its color and it, ''I'd die for
Carroll" spirit.

tion in the Akron-Carroll game. As I
pointed out in the last issue John Carroll's hopes for a victory are proportional to inclement weather, weak
cheering and a mall attendance. (The
exact connection i not tangible but the
proportion is at once apparent). And
since Professor Einstein has not as yet
arrived in University Heights there is
no immediate hope for a change in his
principle.
Let'
ee now. That Akron game
was mighty, mighty close, wasn't it?
The whispered cheers made it at least
close; the attendance, neither large nor
small had no effect on the outcome;
but the weather--<>h! Therein, my
friend , coaches both on the field and
in the grandstand, lies the real cause
of Carroll' defeat.
It'
imply a king · too 1nuch of the
boys to have them stumble over the
fields and fens of Carroll Heights all
week and then go down to the smooth
turf of the stadium and run with any
celerity. If it had only rained, snowed,
or done something to make the ground
a quagmire our gridders would have
felt more at home. But the elements
cannot be broken down, and the balmy
weather prevailed to pail our chances
of a victory.

• * * *

No, my children, Father Uurphy is
not becoming bald, nor is his hair turning gray naturally. Tho e hairs you
notice missing in his head are the reult of hi pulling them before the
Akron game. You see the band was
to go through a few maneuvers before
the game, because several intricate formations had not been mastered. But,
* • • •
alas and alack, before game time three
The old faithful Einstein system of keys to the formation had not showed
explaining football defeats and \·ictorie· up.
by relativity worked again to perfecErnie Rca\·itz, Louie Horvath and,

Zeleznik ...................... ...... ·-··· R.E.

J. Semperger . .:.................... L .E.
Miljenovic .............................. R.T
Domanski ................ _............. L.T
S. Semperger ........................ R.G
Zarakowitz ............................ L.G.
Kenneally ................................ C.
Perella .................................... R.H ..
Garopic .................................. L .H ..
Caito ........................................ F.
Wiswasser ... _.......................... Q
Those who may also be in-,
eluded are Fatica, g.; Mormile~
q. ; Schraeder, t.; Malia, t.
Other players are Konkol,
O ' Donnell, Fahey, Mahon, Wil
son, Durico, Hughes, Dromo .
Ryan, O 'Malley, Heppler, Dul
ski, Szusky, Ballish and McNamee. . Managers are Devlin,
from Latin, and Corrigan and
Peters from Rhodes.

above all, Drum ::\fajor Charlie C nta
had not put in an appearance. \Vllere
were they? If they were coming, when
would they show up? Or did o 1ething happen to them? An ex pres 1011
of wondl!r was written on the face of
all the band members. ;\n expre ion
of wonder and a dozen other feelil1gs
. hone on Father }.f urphy's face.

(Coutinul'd on Poe· 7)

That game runs second in Carroll's
string of remarkable upsets. Foremost in the minds of those who can
remember that far back, is the Davi:;
Elkins game of 1928. Davis Elkins
beat • ·a,·y that year 2-0. And that's
the same score the Streake rs tied
around the necks of those big red warriors from Elkins, \Vest Virginia.
Besides these, there are other scores
that the experts might consider typographical errors, but they're not.
They're just a reminder to highly touted
foes of John Carroll, that no matter
how good they are John Carroll football teams win games too. So though
the foreca ters will probably consider
the Reserve Red Cats ·better than ten
to one to beat the Streaks, don't forget
those upsets.
RESULTS
Sept. 28-Carroll 36, Albion 0.
Oct. 4-Baldwin- Wallace 33,
Carroll 6.
Oct. 11-0hio U. 49, Carroll 0.
Oct. 19-Carroll 12, Miami 28.
Oct. 25-Akron 7, Carroll 6.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

SCHEDULE
1-Reserve at Carroll.
9--Carroll at Findlay.
16--Carroll at Case.
28--Dayton at Carroll.

The team that Carroll faces is probably the greatest one ever seen around
Cleveland in recent years. In the backfield, Puck Burgwin, the sophomore
flash from Steubenville, seems destined
for a super brilliant career. He is a
sensational pass receiver, a good thrower himself, a good punter, and an exceptionally smooth runner. The Zeh
brothers, Ray and Ken possess all the
attribute necessary of stars. Vic Ippolito is one of the shiftiest runners in
the state and would be a ensation on
most teams. As for Gomer Davis, the
Sophomore quarterback, no coach could
ask for a more well directed game than
the one that DaYis quarter-backed
against B-\ V. Davis made few if any
mi take-:.
And the line that allows the backfield men to be stars is also a thing of
beauty on a football field. Throughout
their game with the Yellow Jackets
the Red Cat line outcharged the highly
touted forward wall of the Bereans. In
Doc Kelker, they have one of the finest
ends ever seen around Cleveland. That
Ragazzio will be All Ohio tackle is a
fact unquestioned, and many wouldn't
be surprised to see his name on All
American lists. He's that good.
But with all this talent at their disposal, John Carroll ha a chance.
Bobby Thompson's heave and kicks
:;hould keep the enemy worried . Benedict's playing tackle will bolster the
defense.
However it take · more than the e
changes to beat a team as strongly
superior on paper as Reserve is. To
beat uch a team, confidence and determination are as important to victory
as an All American backfield. John
Carroll football team have long been
noted for their overabundance of these
qualitie . John Carroll football team!:
have long used only this determination
and confidence to eke out victories over
heavier at1d more polished opponents.
In other \Vords John Carroll football
teams ha\'C long been impervious to
. tage fright and it is with one simple
device that Carroll has remained on
top. And that device i · Fight, F fGHT
spelled in capitals. Fight it b, and
Fight it shall be that will l"P ET REERVE.
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Streaks Trek
_To Findlay On
Migration Day
Team Leads Rooters to Scene
Of Battle; Carroll to
Enter Game Slight Favorites
By Chuck Heaton
·0\·ember 9 1s the day. Findlay ~~
the place. It's migration day for all
John Carroll. ''What!'' Did I hear someone say "\\'hat is :\figration Day?" \\'ell
in ca e you are one of those abused freshmen or transferred upperclassmen here's
the dope.
You see, one out of town game every
year is de.ignated as J\Iigration Day, and
on that day all the real rooters at John
Carroll attend this game. Did you say
where 15 Findlay? Don't tell me you
haven't heard of Findlay. It's a college
in Findlay, Ohio. And the town Findlay is outh and we t of Cleveland on
route 12. It's close enough to drive to
and too far to walk to unle you start
Friday morning.
There's a thrill in watching your team
trot out on an enemy field, a thrill that
is sensed only by those who MIGRATE.
The grouping 1s much more compact
and the cheering much more effective.
And what's more you will see a real
game and a victory for the Gold and
Blue.
1

Migration Day
Saturday, November 9-

Carroll
VS

Findlay
At Findlay, Ohio
Tickets at Gate
Findlay so far this year has not
proved herself to be a very powerful
team. Their only fla5h of offensive
strength was shown when they defeated Bluffton 19-0. Last week, Findlay
encountered the high-powered Reserve
eleven and took a 27-7 trouncing.
The Redcats completely outplayed
• their opponents, gaining 272 yards from
scrimmage to 14 for Findlay and making 17 fir t downs to 7 for the down
staters. Findlay's only scoring threat
is her aerial game. Fullback Frcderici
1. a good passer and he has two capable receiver in halfback Bell, and Bill
Calabrese, end. The Frederici to Bell
combination scored on a 41 yard pass
late in the last quarter of the Reserve
game and another pass to Calabrese
netted the extra point.
The probable starting Findlay
lineup will be:
Creason .................................. L.E.

Cofini ........................................ L.T.
Morrison ................. ................ L.G.
Owens ..... - ............................... C.
Boddy .......................... ............ R .G.
Trout ........................................R.T.
Hirsimaki ................................ R.L.
Thomas .................................... Q.B.
Blackburn ........... ".................... L.H.
Bell .......................................... R.H.
Frederici .................................. F.B.

Admit You Didn't Notice That~~Unbeaten Cats
.~
1 = = = = = = = = = = = = = Invade Staditim

I

Miami
l\fiami's Indians turned loose plenty
of their heap bad medicine on tile Blue
Streaks but failed to produce an Indian massacre.

* • • •

From the actions of 1\fr. Pat Pa ini,
the referee, it would seem that to gain
15 yards when you receive a punt just
ignal for a fair catch, mess it up, drop
the ball, and look hurt. Result? A
penalty on the other side for interference.

Carroll's Indian chief had to make
his medicine from the bench and try to
* * * *
remember how he put the Indian sign
After watching him play Friday night
on the Redmen last year.
we are thankful that Akron didn't have
a pair of Jacques.
Thomp on to Bell to Touchdown, the
niftiest and shiftiest combination yet
* * * *
The •band. now the largest in the Big
devised by Yarr. Koken and Co., rang
Four,
and
the
best, brought down the
up half the Carroll score.
house with it
nappy formations and
* * *out *for one James improved music.
There i a warrant
Foti down in Oxford, Ohio. He is
* • * *
charged pecifically with stealing the
Segregating the freshmen effected a
how. stealing the ball, and stealing a wonderful improvement in the cheertouchdown.
in g.

* * * *

*

•

* •

*

* • *
Carroll foo~ball first saw the light
Gliha's injury gave the team a much
of day at Oxford. j Hitherto the home needed time out. He even received a
team preferred to shine in the dark.
"Heesa \Vhosa" from the fans.
• * * *
A handfull of leather-lunged Carroll
* *
*
The Streaks looked good last Frirooters journey to Oxford for the game.
day
night
although
they
dropped a 7-6
None of them asked for their money
decision to the Akron Zippers. Carback.
roll showed their first real offensive
* Akron
* * *
power ince the opener and lost only
Though handicapped by an injured because all the breaks were bad. Gene
side, Gene Vvolanski played a bang-up \Volanski entered the fray in the ecgame at his regular position. At one ond half and played a great game, depoint in the game, he snared a lateral pite an injured hip.
pass from Arbeznik and crossed the
Akron goal only to be called back.

*

* *Arbeznik
*
Leo ("Our* Hero")
literally
pulled a touchdown out of the air when
he snared Eddie Baloga's sky-raking
pass and scored from the 45.

Scribe GetS
Another Chance

• * * *

The "Swede" was nobly assisted by
Dan Mormile who put Mr. Paul Lehockey of Akron out of the picture.

IFoti Steals Ball
Scores T ouchdotvn
( Coutiuucd from Page 6)
Then- as silently as the thunder in
the heavens the three descended upon
the stadium. \Vhat had happened' Oh,
thcv were lost somewhere in the wilds
of -the 1\[iles avenue district. After
riding around in circles for about a half
an hour they found their way out of
the labyrinth and reached the stadium
just as the game was about to start.
o e\'erybody was happy.

* *Carroll
* * was on the
The fact that
lower end of the score in the Akron
game didn't seem to squash the enthusiasm of our Blue-and-Gold-capped
frosh section. During the game they
yelled long and lustily under the leadership of Kurly Kennealy, the ame
210 pounder we soon hope to cheer on
the gridiron. At the half they clambered down to the field and sang. (\Ve
might say they kept on yelling, but the
spirit was o praiseworthy that we'll
call it singing). Then as I rcque ted
in the 1st issue they made the proceedings coiDplete •by staging a snake dance
around the field. In fact their exuberation was not even quelled by the defeat. I understand they continued yelling long after the game was finished.
Anybody who was downtown afterwards attests to that fact. Nice work,
frcshics, it is spirit like that that makes
for real Carroll spirit.

Basketball Team Still Waiting for
Sweaters as Athletic Funds Sink
By Ed McCarthy
For fifty years Carroll athletic teams
have fought for the honor and the glory
of the school on a hundred collegiate
battlefields. \Vhen these teams had completed their task nobly and well it was
the custom to rewatd them by be towing on them the privilege of wearing
the school monogram and by presenting
these men with suitably monogrammed
sweaters. Such was the order of things,
but it appears the old order changcth.
D u r in g the spring of 1935, the
Carroll ba ketbali quad turned in its
suits and became a memory. Though the
season was not highly successful, eight
of its members had fulfilled the requirements for earning a monogram. They
waited expectantly for the reward. At
the present time, after a lapse of some
six months they arc still waiting, but not
so expectantly. These men, Bill Scope!,
Gene Wolanski, Glenn Garrett, Bill :Me•ally, Jack Shea, Ed Rosicki, Bob :HcCarty, will probably go down in history
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Friday Night

Tomb

Blue and Gold Squad Hopes to
Hand Reserve Team
Their First Defeat of Season

James J. Grant

( Ccmtiuued fr&m Pa gr I )
m this game and it may come in handy

Friday night.
Ray Zeh, fullback. Vic Ippolito, righ t
half and P u c k Burgwin, left baH
are outstanding backs and each an individual star in his own right. They are
all triple threat men, but Zeh does most
of the passing, Puck Burgwin does most
of the punting and Ray Zeh placekicks
with great ability.
On October 19 Carroll was beaten 2812 by Miami in a game at Oxford. The
Streaks showed more improvement in
this game than the score indicated. T om
Yarr started AI Benedict at right tackle,
Jim Foti at left guard, Andy hipka
at quarter and Lonnie Bell at right halL
The Blue and Gold's passing attack
clicked for the fir st time this year. Their
first touchdown was the result of a 25
yard pass from Bobby Thompson to Lonnie Bell , who ran 25 more for the score.
In the final quarter, the Streaks scored
their second touchdown on an unusual
play. Charles Clinger, substitute full back, plunged through -center fr om his
own 46 yard line. Jim F oti, Carroll's
·g--ua_r_d_._sn_a_tc_h_ed_ t_he_b_al_l_r_ro_m_h_in_l_a_n_cl,

In Memoriam
By Lou Horvath
The sports-editor very genially informed me last week that my football
predictions were about as accurate as
a druggist's weather-chart. I acquiesed
meekly, for what was my opinion against
his and yours and yours?
"But I think I'll give you another
chance," he said, "and don't forget to
tell 'em how terrible you were."
Well, I will admit that I was wroog
in several predictions in the last issue.
But I have, I think, a suitable explanation for a few of them.
You ee, I accidentally associated several of the elevens with the baseball
clubs of the past season. I reckoned that
since the Chicago Cubs had a good team
last year why -couldn't Chicago beat
Purdue, a minor league team, if any at
all? The Cincinnati Reds Ia t year supported the column of National League
mines by being low in the list. Therefore,
why not give a team like Indiana a break
over Cincinnati?
That explains two of the bad ones.
The remaining blunders I attribute to
the defects in my system. In the past
few days, however, I have removed these
imperfection . Now I'm ready again to
venture into the future to give those who
did not win money in last week·s football contest a few winners, selected according to the "Improved Horvathinian
System."
There are some games below which
demanded pages of calculations and notations. Unlike last week none of the e
winners were picked on a hunch, or according to the emotional system.
May I repeat last week's condition that
I do not hold myself responsible for any
debts contracted through bets by any person other than my sci f (and even then
I'm not very responsible). That applies
to bad feeling too.
Below the winners arc in the first column, a tie is designated at the end of
the line;

as the forgotten men of Carroll. Their
plight is sorrowful enough, at least to
them. Some of them had already earned
letters m previous years, or in other
sports, so they can at least sport a big
"C" on their manly chests. But con·
sider the poor man, the man who shines
only on the basketball floor. \Vhat will
they say when their children ask them.
"Daddy, what did you do when you went
to Carroll?"
Will daddy be able to point with pride
to the faded and moth-eaten sweater with
the big "C'' that mother wear when she
fires the furnace? _.. ot under the pre ent
setup.
The reason for all this grief is money.
Now money is the root of all evil, but
you have to have money to buy basketball sweaters. The money to do this
comes from the athletic fund. The athletic fund is largely dependent on the
earnings of the football team. Perhaps,
then, at the end of the iootball season
the basketball team will be rewarded. 1

Ohio State-Notre Dame.
Ohio U.-:\iiami.
Baldwin-Wallace-Case.
Army-:\1ississippi State.
Alabama-Kentucky.
Minnesota-Purdue.
Carnegie Tech-Duquesne.
Louisiana State-Auburn.
Iowa.....:..Indiana.
Princeton- N' a v y.
Pittsburgh-Fordham.
Northwestern-Illinois.
Pennsylvania-. fichigan .
Rice-George \\"a shington.
Cincinnati-Ohio \Vesleyan.
Harvard-Brown.
Holy Cross- t. Anselm.
Colgate-Tulane.
Xavier-Centre.
Nebraska-Missouri.
Texas Christian-Baylor.
Centenary-Loyola.
Stanford-Santa Clara.
Columbia-Cornell.

Grant's

The loss created by the death
of Sam Willaman, former Reserve
coach, is ably expressed by Carroll's coaching staff.
"His death came as a shock. I
had a great respect for him as a
gentleman, sportsman, and coach.
His death is a great loss to the
'Big Four'." Tommy Yarr.
"As far as I knew him he was
a very smart coach. He took advantage of all the material he had.
His death was a great Joss to the
sporting world." Mike Koken.
"It is too bad that be could not
live to see the result of the team
he molded together in the short
time he was at Reserve."
Judge Carberry.
ran half the length of the field for a
touchdown.
Lonnie Bell, starting his fir t game,
played good ball, scoring one touchd own
and doing a good defensive and blocking
job. The accurate pas ing of Bobby
Thompson has added a big offensive gun
to the Streak's attack.
Carroll has had a disastrous season so
far. The Blue and Gold opened with
a 36-0 victory over Albion and th en
were crushed 33-6 by Baldwin- \Vallace
and 49-0 by Ohio U. Carroll will make
up completely for their early season·s
trouncings if she can defeat \V estern
Reserve. The Blue and Gold has a bet ter team than they have shown to date.
Carroll fell before Akron's Zippers
111
a hard fought battle 7-6. The
Streaks however, showed a great deal
of improvement especially in the accuracy of their passes. Outstanding
was the play of Johnny Lyons who
got in about every play that occurred
once he got in there.
AI Benedict and Hank Earhart are a
pair of good tackles. Jim Foti and J oe
Palguta at the guard positions are a
little inexperienced but real fighters. Sam
Sansone was good enough to give V in
Glorioso a real fight for the snapper back
po ition last year and Vince was practically a unanimous choice for All-big
Four center last season.
Ed Baloga is a hard driving runner
and Bob Thompson a triple threat man.
Danny Mormile and Andy Shipka are
a pair of good field general and Lou
Gliha looked good at full. The flank s
are well cared for \vith \Volanski, Arbesnik, Carroll, Marcus, Rogers and
Breen, all better than average end .
These men are potentially a good team
and should start clicking. \Vestern Reserve will be a heavy favorite. The Cats
will have the stars and the power: and
our Streaks will have to out fight and
out smart them. However come down
to the Stadium on November 1, and
really cheer for our team. Remember
the Miami game Ia t year. The greater
the odds, the greater the victory.

That obstreperous person, Dame
rumor has it, that some of the selfstyled followers of the Blue Streaks
are after the scalps of the coaching department. In fact the rumor went so
far as to cause one of the local dailies
to call our grand president, Father
Rodman, and ask him if it were true
that Lenny Brickman would replace the
men from Notre Dame. Father Rodman's rejoinder conveyed that they had
not discussed the football situation, and
that, we are very happy to know. We
know that Lenny is a good man, both
as a successful coach and formerly as
a mainstay on the Carroll teams back
in twenty seven, twenty eight and
twenty nine. We also know that our
present coaching staff is the best around
these parts. Obviously the material is
not of the highest Quality, but as we
know from bitter experience, quality
products come high, and we haven't
what it takes to Jure the potential AU
American timber to Carroll, especially
so at this time, when we are too busy
settling the academic problems of eager
students.
In time, we will with the aid of a few
benevolent friends, NOT ALUMNI,
secure what it takes to entice the embryonic Savoldis, Williams and others
of the same caliber. And then we will
have a football team. However, we
wish, the phony alumni's and the eternally squacking followers would get on
some other team's band wagon and
leave us alone.

Reserve Appears
Big Four Chantp
BIG FOUR STANDING

Won
Reserve ............ !
B-W .................. 1
Case .................0
Carroll .............. 0

Lost Points
0
2
1
2
0
0
0
1

Re crve·s Red Cats appea r to be on
their way to their second Big Four championship in as many yea rs. This predicti on 1s based upon their \'ictory over
B- \V Saturday, October 19, . ince the
Yellow Jackets already had deci sively
beaten Carroll in an earlier game. Case
has been an in and outer all season and
it appears doubtful that they have the
pO\\ cr to o\·ercome the mighty Re5erve
team.
At that time of th e season wh en
team
should be hitting their full
stride with sati fying \·ictorie. behind
them; we find Reserve the only Big
Four team with both the \·ictories and
the striding (and what ·triding) well
in its favor.
John Carroll may be con ·idered definitely out of the running with the
brakes o f a decidedly off-sea on, while
Case, the only hope left to conquer
the powerful Rc erve aggregation, has
di splayed an erratic type of football to
date. Case must conquer B.· \V. and
Carroll before it even thinks of meeting \Vestern R eserve, and with the
playing Case has di splayed so far it is
almost a surety it won 't p ass th o c two
games un scathed by a defeat.
These then, are the reason s why this
year 's Big Four Chimpionship is well
on it way to re st in \\·estern Re serve's
lap.
SCHEDULE
Nov. 1-Reserve vs. Carroll.
Nov. 2-Case vs. B-W.
Nov. 16--Case vs. Carroll.
Nov. 28--Case vs. Reserve.

New Column

.Vext issue a lll'W colrmm 1,'rilfe11
by L un H or;.·ath tL•ill appear 011 the
Carroll Spurt Paycs. It 1r ill COlicern the "sport'' 1c'Orld aro·1111d thr
femi11i11e collrg es of the city. The
style u'ill be that puuliar to Pre·
dieter ll Ot<ialh .
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Advertising Club
Sponsors Parade
For November
On Friday, Nov. 1 in acceptance to
an invitation from the Come to CleYeland Comm ittee, the Carroll Banrl ,rill
participate in a Big Four Football celebration on Public Square. Case, Bald" in\ Vallace, Reserve and Ca rroll Bands will
then march along Euclid Avent!t'. This is
the second invitation the Committee ha~
extended to the Band. The first was a
well recei,•ed N. B. C. broadcast over
W . T . A. M. on Oct. 11.
\ Vith h\enty new members taking a
sixty piece marching unit, the Carrvll
Band has taken the lead in Big Four
marching- act ivities. I ntricate designs on
the gr idi ron have brought much applause
from the football fans . The uniforms
were purchased from the proceeds of a
raffle to be held Oct. 31 in the cafeter~.
A letter of thanks wa received from
the Most Reve rend J oseph Schremb ,
Bishop of Cleveland, thanking the Band
for the splendid work done during the
Eucharistic Congress. His appreciation
was shown in the offkial program sent
to the Pope which contained many Carroll pictu res.
Not being content with these achievements the Band wi ll coope rate with the
Glee Club in presenting a joint concert
in the gym for friends of Carroll. It's
pu rpose is to acquaint them with these
organizations and the new school. The
date has been tentatively set for Dec. 15.

Carroll Indeed
Is Fortunate

On the Stage
By Clayton Lange
( Co11fi1111Cd from Page 2)
adds cellophane, but the cellophane get.
in the way of Shakespeare.
The People's Theater
"Ours i · a society of want in the midst
of plenty, of deep-going ocial conflicts,
of men and women struggling to overcome the forces of chaos and destruction. The People's Theater aims to
dramatize the significant aspects of contemporary life in thi perspectiYe." The
foregoing statement from the 1935-36
prospectus o[ the People's Theater may
carry any number of meanings to different readers. However, in fairnes: to
the group composing that unit o£ the Little Theater :\fovement i must be stated
that they are all sincere in their belie£
that drama of social conflict is a valid
art form.
\Vith this attitude the group is undertaking the production o£ "The Ostriches"
by Rudolph \ Vittenburg, who is, incidentally, a refugee from Germany. The
play will get it world primere the evening of X ovember 11th at the playhou ·e
of the group. Since the text is unpublished there i no way in which to get an
idea of its contents. However, it promises plenty of fireworks because it is an
anti-war play, and any propaganda play
done with conviction can raise much
moke. It ought to be interesting-it will
be interesting, if that sort of thing is art.

(Continued from Pagr l)

likewise the organic laboratory with six
table for 48 tudent , with a eparate
stock room and combu tion room adjoining. Besides these, there is a maller
lecture room with demonstration table,
a quiz room and the laboratory and office for the associate professor. All the
space on the third floor is available for
laboratory and re earch room . On thi<
floor there is also an electrically operated till and 50 gallon storage tank to
furnish di tilled water which is piped
directly to all the laboratorie .
In the ba ement are various store
rooms and shops, the fan room, motor
generator and battery room. from which
circuits are run to all lecture and lab.
rooms, separate acid room and a compartment for hydrogen sulfide cylinders
and gasometer.
All the laboratory furniture is of the
late t type, made in golden oak, equipped
with gas, hot and cold water and electricity, both alternating and direct current.
The laboratories are exceptionally well
lighted from three sides as are also the
lecture and other rooms. The facilitie ·
arc ample not only for pre ent needs
but also for future expansion and afford
opportunity for study and work under
the most attractive conditions .

Wednesday, October 30, 1935

James H . Ferrie
Donates Altar
(Conlimt.·d {ram Payc 1)

The tabernacle is a! o in solid black
with chrome finishings and on the door
is fastened a silver crucifix.
The in · tallation of the altar in the
chapel was iacilitated with the cooperation of seYeral football players.
The fir t :\Iass on the altar will be
celebrated by ReY. Clifford J. Lemay,
S. J., the odality director on Thursday, October 31.

Euiliarra sment!
It is said that coming- events cast their
shadows before them. 'ow of course we
know that this .aying does not alway
hold, because didn't we sec numerous and
sundry outstanding Carrol men arrive at
s.:hool yesterday and the day before in the
well known '·Btack ).faria." Did you see
their confusion and embarrassment as
they painfully clambered out of the conn·yance. Ah, but that is all over new.
It wa: 1 1erely loaned to us by the bus
compan) from whom we purchased our
shining new bus. AnyhO\\' it "'-as a new
experience for some of t!1c boys and good
for a laugh irom all.
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For Wholesotne Food Ren1e1nher

BLACK FOREST INN
4382 MAYFIELD ROAD
Wh ere the local college students meet

Fish Fry Every Friday
Beer on Tap
Walter H. Schafer

•

They do say they're milder and taste better
and I've heard tell they satisfy
@ 1 93~, L!GGETr & M YERS T OBACCO Co.

